
UNITED STATES
Apple Vacations has added more domestic destinations on top  

of Florida, Arizona, California and Vegas, so whether you  
want to hit the sights, slopes, or sand, we’ve got you covered.

CANADA
Our friendly neighbor to the north has so much to offer,  

from fabulous ski resorts and incredible waterfalls to villages  
with European charm but a lot closer to home.

 

EUROPE
What can we say? While it’s the second smallest continent,  

Europe culture is the root of the Western civilization  
and home to the world’s most famous landmarks.

ASIA
It would take a lifetime to even crack the surface discovering  
all the amazing and diverse sights of Asia, the planet’s largest  

continent, but there’s no time like the present to start!
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A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF APPLE VACATIONS
THE BEACH… AND BEYOND

Apple Vacations has broadened its reach far beyond the world’s most popular beach destinations. Now you can book Apple Vacations to the 
most in-demand destinations on six continents including popular cities and ski/mountain resorts in the U.S. and Canada, and the culturally 

sophisticated and exotic hotspots in Europe, Africa, Australia and Asia. In total, more than 1,000 new destinations!

While tacos and tequila will always be part of our being at Apple Vacations, we’re hungry for more, and our appetite for travel  
is increasing a thousand-fold!

Here’s just a small sampling of a whole new world of Apple Vacations, on sale now!

AND SO MUCH MORE!
See the Northern Lights, take an African safari, marvel at glitzy architecture, explore historical sites,  

and bask on incredible beaches. Discover this wonderful world with Apple Vacations!
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